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We present a theoretical analysis of surface plasmon polariton 共SPP兲 scattering by shallow one-dimensional
surface relief defects for oblique incidence, applying both surface impedance boundary conditions and Rayleigh expansion. Using this method, nontrivial angular dependences for transmission, reflection, and out-ofplane scattering are obtained. For the case of a defect with rectangular shape, we give an analytical description
of the interference phenomena caused by the SPP diffraction for both a single defect 共either protrusion or
indentation兲 and a finite array of them.
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Diffraction methods, developed so far for the scattering of
electromagnetic waves, are now being transferred to the case
of surface electromagnetic waves 关surface plasmon polaritons 共SPPs兲, existing at the metal boundaries兴. These waves
are striking due to their high localization near the interface
共up to subwavelength scales兲 and high field intensities, which
may lead to many applications. Propagation of SPPs can be
modified by patterning the surface in which they propagate.
In recent years plasmonic elements such as mirrors, subwavelength waveguides, and emitters have been studied
experimentally.1–5 Still, even for the case of scatterers with
translational symmetry in one direction 共grooves or ridges兲,
the theory is incomplete, most works being devoted to the
case of normal incidence.6–8 To our knowledge, the scattering at non-normal incidence has been addressed theoretically
for the cases of thin films,4 the boundary to a uniform
medium,9 and chains of nanoparticles,10 but not for SPPs in
optically thick films. Notably, most experiments consider oblique incidence, as the extraction of reflection coefficients is
easier in this case. The aim of this Rapid Communication is
to partially close this gap, addressing theoretically the
angular dependence of SPP scattering by shallow relief
corrugations.
Consider a surface plasmon of unit amplitude with frequency  共wavelength 兲, propagating with wave vector k p
along a lossless metal,11 and impinging at angle  onto a
one-dimensional 共1D兲 relief perturbation, z = h共x兲, uniform in
the y direction; see Fig. 1. The dielectric permittivity of the
metal, bounding with the vacuum, is ⑀ 共the surface impedance is  = 1 / 冑⑀兲. In this Rapid Communication, we consider
shallow reliefs 兩h兩 Ⰶ . For this case the Rayleigh expansion,
which expresses the scattered field in all spatial regions in
terms of only upward moving plane waves, is a good
approximation.12 Within this expansion the total electric field
in the vacuum half-space has the form
E共r兲 = e p exp共ik p · r兲 +

冕

dkEk exp共iK · r兲,

共1兲

where k p = g共q p cos  , q p sin  , 兲, q p = 冑1 − 2, g =  / c
= 2 / , and the wave vectors of scattered plane waves are
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K = 共k , gq p sin  , kz兲
with
z
components
kz
= 冑g2 − 共gq p sin 兲2 − k2 satisfying the radiation condition
Im共kz兲 艌 0. The unit vector along the electric field of the
incoming SPPs is e p = 共 cos  ,  sin  , −q p兲. Within the surface impedance boundary conditions 共SIBC兲,13 valid for 兩兩
Ⰶ 1, the magnetic, H共r兲, and the electric fields at the surface
must satisfy
Et共r兲 + 关n共x兲 ⫻ H共r兲兴 = 0 at z = h共x兲,

共2兲

where Et = E − n共n · E兲 is the tangential component of the
electric field and n is the surface normal unitary vector
共pointing towards the metal兲. Substituting the expressions for
E and H into Eq. 共2兲 results in a pair of coupled integral
equations describing the SPP-defect interaction:
rq + 兺
⬘

冕

−
dq⬘Uqq⬘⬘Gq⬘⬘rq⬘⬘ = − Uqq
,






px

共3兲

where q = k / g, q px = q p cos , and the binary variable
 = + 共−兲 corresponds to s 共p兲 polarizations. The renormalized field amplitudes rq, are related to Ek through the Fourier
transformations of the Green’s functions corresponding to p
polarization, G−q = 1 / 共 + qz兲 共where qz = kz / g兲, and s polarization, G+q = 1 / 共1 + qz兲, as follows:
Ek = g−1 兺 Gqrqeq .


共4兲

Here the polarization unit vectors for each plane wave are
e+q = ez ⫻ qt / qt and e−q = e+q ⫻ K / g with qt = 共q , q p sin  , 0兲. The

⬘
potential in these equations, Uqq
, may be greatly simplified
⬘
if, analogously to Ref. 14, we expand the boundary condition
over the parameters 兩xh兩 and h / . Remarkably, retaining
only first-order terms in the expansion already provides an
excellent fulfillment of energy conservation even in the cases
where the surface corrugations possess abrupt edges. Keeping only these terms, we arrive at the following simplified
potential:
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematic illustration of the studied system: SPP scattering at the inhomogeneity formed by the perturbation of the interface profile h共x兲. By the solid arrows the wave
vectors of the incoming, reflected, and transmitted SPPs are shown.


Uqq⬘⬘ =

− ⬘

共1+兲/2

q−q⬘

冉

Sqq⬘ ⬘

冊

·

−
G q⬘ ⬘

− ␦,⬘共1+⬘兲/2qtqt⬘ , 共5兲

+
= q · q⬘ / q q⬘
where ␦,⬘ is the Kronecker symbol and Sqq
⬘ t t t t
−
and Sqq = ez · 共qt ⫻ qt⬘兲 / qtqt⬘ are the cosine and sine of the
⬘
angle formed by the vectors qt and qt⬘, respectively. q
= ig2hq, with hq being the Fourier image of h共x兲. Solving Eq.
共3兲 and using the relation 共4兲, we can find the electromagnetic field at any point of the vacuum half-space. However,
for the SPP reflection and transmission coefficients only the
fields in the far zone are necessary. These asymptotic fields
may be obtained by integrating Eq. 共1兲 in the complex plane:

E共r兲 = e p共1 + 兲exp共ik p · r兲,

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The dependences of the reflectance R, the
transmittance T, and the out-of-plane emittance S upon the parameter a /  at different incident angles  for SPP scattering by a single
rectangular indentation of the depth w /  = 0.02.  = −0.277i 共Ag at
600 nm兲.

vector angular dependence of the power radiated out of plane
is given by the differential reflection coefficient 共DRC兲,
which is the integrand in Eq. 共7兲 共after the change of variable
q to the polar angle in the x-y plane兲.
The solution of the coupled integral equations may be
obtained both numerically and analytically 共as a Born expansion in the amplitude of the defect, whenever this expansion
converges兲. In the latter case the nth-order term is proportional to the nth power of the defect Fourier image, rq共n兲
⬃ n. As the analysis shows, the solution within the firstorder Born approximation 共FOBA兲 already gives good energy conservation.15 The solution of Eq. 共3兲 in the FOBA is

x → ⬁,

−
−
rq共1兲 = − Uqq
= − q pq−qpx共q pSqq
− qt␦,−兲.
px

E共r兲 = e p exp共ik p · r兲 +

−
e−q
px

exp共ikRp

· r兲,

x → − ⬁.

Here kRp = g共−q px , q p sin  , 兲 is the wave vector of the
reflected SPP; the amplitudes of the reflected and
transmitted SPPs are
2i −
=
r ,
q px −qpx

2i −
1+=1+
r .
q px qpx

S=

4兩兩
兺
q px 

冕

dqqz兩Gqrq兩2 ,

Taking into account that for the defect of a rectangular shape
with amplitude w and width a the Fourier transformation is
q = igw sin共qga / 2兲 / q, we can write the reflection coefficient for a single defect RS in the FOBA as

冉

共7兲

Im共qz兲=0

satisfy the energy conservation law 1 − R − T − S = 0. Note that,
at oblique incidence, both p-polarized and s-polarized homogeneous waves contribute to the out-of-plane scattering. The

冊

a
RS = 4兩r兩2 sin2 2q p cos  ,


共6兲

The reflection, R = 兩兩2, and transmission, T = 兩1 + 兩2, coefficients together with the out-of-plane scattering coefficient
S,

px

w
r = 2 .


共8兲

Here r is the reflection coefficient, which we associate with
the SPP reflection from a Heaviside step function. Indeed,
the renormalized Fourier image of the surface relief step with
the amplitude w is q = gw / 2q, which leads to R = 兩r兩2.
Similarly, expressions for the DRC, S, and T can be straightforwardly found. The calculations of R, T, and S in the
FOBA 共square symbols兲 for the case of a single 1D scatterer
of rectangular shape are rendered in Fig. 2, together with the
results obtained from solving numerically Eq. 共3兲. We have
chosen a fixed wavelength in order to clearly show the geometrical dependences. While the reflectance is not a monoto-
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 DRC for the rectangular indentation with
the width a /  = 0.8 and the depth w /  = 0.02, corresponding to SPP
scattering at  = 20°.  = −0.277i 共Ag at 600 nm兲. The blue shaded
angular segment corresponds to the possible tangential components
of the homogeneous waves. The dotted 共dashed兲 line is for s 共p兲
polarized waves; the solid curve is the total DRC 共all plotted values
are normalized to the maximal value of the total DRC兲.

nous function of the angle of incidence, the emittance decreases with increasing , so in-plane scattering dominates
for large angles of incidence. Notice that, within the FOBA,
indentations and protrusions of the same shape have the
same scattering coefficients. We have found that, whenever
the Rayleigh expansion is valid 共i.e., whenever it provides
energy conservation兲 these scattering coefficients are very
similar even when the Born series breaks down.
In order to get further insight into SPP scattering and to
further justify the interpretation of r, we compare expression
共8兲 with the one obtained for the reflection of a plane electromagnetic 共EM兲 wave 共propagating in a 3D media with
dielectric constant ⑀1 = 1兲 by a dielectric slab. If the slab has
width a and the dielectric constant ⑀2 = 1 + , which is slightly

in the case when
different from vacuum, the reflectance Rslab
兩兩 Ⰶ 兩cos 兩 is

Rslab
⯝ 4兩rf 兩2 sin2共2␤a/兲,

rf ⯝ − 

共cos 2兲共1−兲/2
,
4 cos2 

where  = + 共−兲 is for s 共p兲 polarization, ␤ = 冑⑀2 − sin2
⯝ cos  is the dimensionless x component of the wave vector
共the axis Ox is perpendicular to the layer surface兲, and rf is
the amplitude Fresnel reflection coefficient from a single
boundary between the dielectrics. Comparing Eqs. 共8兲 and
共9兲 allows the identification of the sine function as arising
from the waves reflected at the defect boundaries. Notice that
the analogy between the 3D case 共s or p polarization兲 and the
2D SPP case stops here: different EM field components are
dominant in these different systems, resulting in different
angular dependences for the scattering coefficients. Notably,
our result for the SPP reflection off a single relief boundary

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Dependences on the SPP angle of incidence for the reflection 共R兲, transmission 共T兲, and out-of-plane scattering 共S兲 spectra, for an ordered array of N = 8 scatterers in silver.
The period of the array is d = 800 nm and the scatterers’ width a
= 200 nm. The indentation depth is w = 40 nm. The reflection in the
FOBA 共which is shown by the square symbols兲 in Eq. 共10兲 is normalized by an appropriate coefficient so that it coincides with the
full numerical calculations in the maxima at  = 35°.

is that it does not depend on the angle of incidence. This is in
keeping with the fact that, in SPPs, the z component of the
electric field dominates and this component does not change
with in-plane angle of incidence.
For oblique SPP incidence, both s- and p-polarized propagating waves are scattered out of the x-z plane; the precise
distribution depends on both the defect geometrical parameters and angle of incidence. Figure 3 renders the polarization and angular distribution of radiated power for a typical
case, showing that the directions at which maximum radiation occurs are different for s and p polarization.
Having studied the single-defect case, we consider now
the case of a finite periodic array of N protrusions or indentations 关each one of them is characterized by a relief z
= h共x兲兴 located along the Ox axis. Let d be the distance between neighboring defects. Then the Fourier image of this
array of scatterers is
N

h共N兲
k = hkN共k兲,

N共k兲 = 兺 exp关ik共n − 1兲d兴.

共9兲

n=1

Within the FOBA, we find that the reflectance for an array of
defects can be related to the single-defect reflectance RS as
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R = RS兩N共− gq p cos 兲兩2 .

共10兲

Figure 4 renders the scattering coefficients for SPP scattering
by the array of eight defects with rectangular shape. The
distance between the defects is d = 800 nm, and the depth and
width of the indentations are w = 40 nm and a = 200 nm, correspondingly, which are typical experimental values. The
considered metal is silver, where the real part of the dielectric constant is taken from Ref. 16.
Analogously to the case of a normal incidence,8 maximum reflectance in the array occurs at the low- edge of the
SPP transmission gap, which is given by the folding of the
dispersion relation in a flat surface: max = 2dq p cos  / m,
where m is an integer. The approximation given by Eq. 共10兲
can also be used to obtain the gap width. After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain that ⌬ decreases as the
angle of incidence increases, scaling as ⌬ ⬃ cos . This is in
agreement with the numerical results presented in Fig. 4.
With respect to the reflectance maxima, the FOBA predicts
an N2 dependence which breaks down for moderate
N 共N ⯝ 10 which is a typical experimental value兲, higherorder terms being then important, leading to a saturation in
the maximum reflectance obtainable.3,8 Due to this overestimation, for large N the FOBA does not show good quantitative agreement with the full calculation. However, if this is
corrected by an N-dependent multiplicative factor 关in Eq.
共10兲兴, the FOBA captures well both the wavelength and the
angular dependence of the reflectance 共see Fig. 4兲. Notice
also that when the angle of incidence increases, the reflectivity peak value Rmax ⬃ 兩兩2 / cos2  increases due to two reasons. First R is inversely proportional to cos2 , reflecting the
dependence of the scattering cross section in 共w / 兲2 and the
Bragg condition for the resonant wavelength. Second, it is
quadratic with respect to the surface impedance modulus 共re-
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flecting the degree of confinement of the SPPs on the metal
surface兲, which increases when the resonant wavelength decreases. All the discussed dependencies are the same in the
vicinity of any transmission gaps, irrespectively of the band
index they originate from.
Notice that the Rayleigh approximation prediction that
shallow protrusions and indentations of the same shape have
similar scattering coefficients is in apparent contradiction to
the results reported in Ref. 3. However, those experiments
were performed for thin films, where the presence of indentations increases the radiation channel across the metal. In
fact, we find good quantitative agreement with the results in
Ref. 3 for the case of protrusions, when the leakage radiation
through the metal film is small.
To summarize, we have considered the scattering properties of SPPs by defects with translational symmetry in one
direction in the case of oblique incidence, providing analytical results for the angular dependence of the scattering coefficients. For single scatterers, we have shown that the reflectance is not a monotonous function of the angle of incidence,
while the out-of-plane emittance decreases with it. In the
case of multiple scatterers, reflectance maxima increase
when the incident angle increases, reflecting the decrease in
resonant wavelength 共corresponding to Bragg’s condition兲,
which both increases the w /  ratio and decreases the absolute value of ⑀. High reflectance can be obtained for small
scatterers and moderate N, which is in agreement with
experiments.
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